
Lesson 3 – Form 1042 walkthrough Part 2

On the next line, there is a statement for withholding agents that do not expect to file Form

1042 in the future.  They would check the box on that line and enter the last and final date that

it paid income.

And now we turn to Section 1 of the Form 1042.  This is the Record of Federal Tax Liability.

Here, the withholding agent includes the tax liability for the period in which the income was

paid or distributed regardless of whether the liability is under chapter 3 or chapter 4.  It is also

inconsequential whether the liability is under chapter 3 or chapter 4 and regardless of whether

the liability was satisfied through withholding or was paid by the withholding agent.  Amounts

that are paid by the withholding agent generally result from the withholding agent’s failure to

withhold the correct amount from the payment to the beneficial owner and as a result, must

pay the tax from its own pocket.  We will talk more about this in our lesson on Form 1042-S,

specifically box 11.  That box is for tax paid by the withholding agent, but where the amount

was not withheld.  There, the withholding agent enters the total amount that it paid to a

recipient and did not withhold from the payment.  The amount should be the amounts paid by

the withholding agent from its own funds and not through withholding on the amount paid to

the recipient.   

So, there are ground rules for this section.  Let’s take a moment to understand what we are

reporting here.  The record of federal tax liability relates to the amounts that the withholding

agent was required to withhold during the calendar year.  This is not the amount that was

actually withheld, as the actual amount withheld may be higher or lower than that required.

This section is also not for amounts actually deposited.  You will notice in the way that the Form

1042 requests information that the purpose is to reconcile amounts required to be withheld



with actual amounts withheld and ultimately, amounts deposited with the IRS.  We talked about

this a bit when we covered the withholding agent deposit schedule our last lessons, but here

are the rules as a refresher.

- First, if at the end of any quarter monthly period the total amount of undeposited taxes

is $2,000 or more, then the withholding agent must deposit the taxes within 3 business

days after the end of the quarter monthly period.  Remember, a quarter monthly period

ends on the 7th, 15th, 22nd, and last day of the month. A business day is any day other

than a Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday in the District of Columbia.

- If at the end of any month the total amount of undeposited taxes is at least $200, but

less than $2000, then the withholding agent must deposit the taxes within 15 days after

the end of the month.  If the withholding agent makes a deposit of $2,000 or more

during any month except December under the first rule regarding a quarter monthly

schedule, then the withholding agent must carry over any end-of month balance of less

than $2,000 to the next month.  If it makes a deposit of $2,000 or more during

December, then any end-of-December balance of less than $2,000 should be remitted

with Form 1042 by March 15th of the following calendar year.

- And third, if at the end of a calendar year, the total amount of undeposited taxes is less

than $200, then the withholding agent may either pay the taxes with its Form 1042 or

deposit the enter amount by March 15th of the following calendar year.

You will see as we begin with Lines 1 through 60, that this quarter monthly schedule is exactly

the timeline that the form follows as well.

Now, regarding those lines, the withholding agent must not enter any negative amounts on

Lines 1 through 60.  If the withholding agent is required to report a reduction to the liability on

line 59 and this results in a negative amount of tax liability for the period corresponding to line

59, then the withholding agent should instead report any negative amounts for the next earlier

period, so that it is not reporting any negative amounts on lines 1 through 60.  Now, where or

how would this happen.  One example might be where the withholding agent overwithheld or



had to make an adjustment.  The rules here allow the withholding agent to make a repayment

under the reimbursement or setoff procedures.  We talked about these procedures a bit in our

last set of lessons, but if using either causes a reduction in liability on line 59, then the

withholding agent would have to report that amount in the next earlier period.  In case you

haven’t guessed, Line 59 corresponds to the period ending December 31 for the calendar year,

and in our case, the year 2020.  Let’s take a look at those lines now.

Lines 1 through 4 correspond to January.  The lines are broken into what we call a quarter

monthly schedule.  This means that the month of January is broken out into periods ending

January 7th, January 15th, January 22nd, and January 31.  The same is true for the remaining

months, except where applicable, the days are less.  Take, for instance, February, this quarter

monthly schedule has periods ending February 7, February 15th, February 22, and February 28th.

Now, at the end of each set of quarter monthly periods, we see a line for the total monthly

amount.  That would be line 5 for January and Line 10 for February, you get the picture.  This

leaves Line 59 for December 31st and Line 60 for the December total.  You can see also why we

do not want a negative number on December 31st.

Now, in each of these quarter monthly period boxes, the withholding agent enters the tax

liability for the period, including any taxes assumed on Forms 1000.  This is the amount of tax

liability and not the amount that the withholding agent actually withheld and deposited with

the IRS.

One important note here.  Withholding and depositing tax is not required under both chapters 3

and 4 for the same payment.  For payments where withholding is required under chapters 3 and

4, a withholding agent may credit withholding applied under chapter 4 against its liability for

any tax due under chapter 3, or as you recall sections 1441, 1442, or 1443.

Let’s talk a bit about the non-U.S. partners of U.S. partnerships and non-U.S. beneficiaries of

U.S. trusts.  Where we have a U.S. partnership that has not distributed a non-U.S. partner’s

distributive share of income that is subject to withholding under chapter 3 or chapter 4, it

should not include any tax liability on lines 1 through 60 for tax relating to the partners



distributive share in year that the partnership earns the income.  Where there are distributive

shares that the partnership has not actually distributed to each partner, the partnership must

include any tax liability on lines 1 through 60 for the following year.  Hang in with us, we will

walk through an example shortly.  The withholding agent, or partnership here, would include

the tax liability on the line that represents the earlier of the following dates:

- One is the date on which the partnership sends or furnishes a Schedule K-1, or Form

1065, to the non-U.S. partner, and

- The second is the due date for furnishing the Schedule K-1, or Form 1065, to the partner.

The partnership would include the tax liability for the period that includes the date that the tax

was required to be withheld.

Turning our attention to U.S. trusts, these entities should report on lines 1 through 60 in the

same manner that we just discussed for a U.S. partnership.  This is as long as the U.S. trust is

required to distribute, but has not actually distributed, a non-U.S. beneficiary’s share of

distributable net income subject to withholding under chapter 3.  Do you see the similarity?  In

both the case of the U.S. partnership and U.S. trust, they were required to distribute, but have

not yet actually distributed the shares to the partner or beneficiary.  These are distributable

shares or income that have not been distributed, yet, they are taxable and treated as income to

the partner or beneficiary.  Let’s look at an example.

Assume that in 2020, a U.S. Partnership has non-U.S. partners that are individuals or humans.

These partners provided reliable documentation that establishes their non-U.S. status.  At that

time, the distributive shares were amounts subject to chapter 3 withholding.  The amount of

withholding would have been $120; however, the U.S. Partnership made no distributions in

2020, though.  On the 2020 Form 1042, the U.S. Partnership did not enter any amount as tax

liability on lines 1 through 60, because it did not distribute any amounts.  On February 11th,

2021, the U.S. Partnership did make a distribution that related to the 2020 distributive shares of

the non-U.S. partners.  At that time the U.S. Partnership withheld $100 at the time of



distribution.  The U.S. Partnership sent the 2020 Schedules K-1, or Forms 1065, to its partners

on April 2, 2021.

So, on the 2021 Form 1042, the U.S. Partnership will enter $100 on Line 7, because this is the

tax liability for the period from February 8th until February 15th, and it was when the U.S.

Partnership made the distribution.  The U.S. Partnership will also enter $20 on Line 16.  This is

the tax liability for the period April 1 through April 7.  It was when the U.S. Partnership

furnished the Schedules K-1, or Forms 1065, to its partners.

Now, in 2019, we had a bit of a rule change.  There were new proposed regulations issued on

December 18, 2018, that allowed partnerships or trusts that are permitted to withhold in a

subsequent year with respect to a non-U.S. partner’s or beneficiary’s share of income for the

prior year to designate the deposit of the withholding as attributable to the preceding year.

What does this mean?  We have been talking about U.S. trusts or partnerships that make a

distribution in, let’s say 2020, that is related to a 2019 distributive share of the partners or

beneficiaries.  This rule is telling us that the U.S. partnership or trust may withhold on that

amount in 2020, but designate the deposit of the withholding as attributable to the preceding

year, or 2019.  In this case, the partnership or trust will be required to report that associated

amount and tax withheld on a Form 1042 and 1042-S for the preceding year, or 2019, in our

example.  Now, if a partnership withholds on a non-U.S. partner’s share of income after March

15 of the subsequent year, or in our case, 2020, then the due date for filing the applicable Form

1042-S is September 15 of the subsequent year, or 2020, in our example.

Let’s look at another example.  If a partnership withholds on April 1, 2021, with respect to a

non-U.S. partner’s share of undistributed income for the 2020 calendar year, then the

partnership may designate the deposit as made for 2020.  It would report the liability and tax

withheld on the 2020 Form 1042 and 2020 Form 1042-S for the partner.

One important note here.  The partnership or trust must also confirm that its chapter 3 status

code reflects its status as a partnership or trust.  This means that the chapter 3 code must be

08, Partnership other than a Withholding Partnership, 09, Withholding Partnership, 10, Trust



other than a Withholding Trust, or 11, Withholding Trust.  Otherwise, the rule does not apply

and the IRS will flag Forms 1042 and 1042-S from withholding agents that do not indicate one of

these chapter 3 status codes.

The associated liability in these cases must be reported on Line 59, or the December 31st line of

the quarter monthly schedule.  The withholding agent would report the share of income to the

partner or beneficiary reported on Line 62, Total gross amounts reported on all Forms 1042-S

and 1000 and the amount withheld reported on Line 65b, total paid during subsequent year.

Now, as always, we have a few notes.  First, reporting in the preceding year is allowed when a

partnership or trust allocates a share of income allocable to a partner or beneficiary attributable

to the preceding year that was not distributed during the year.  This is so long as the partnership

meets the due date we just mentioned in our example of September 15, 2021, for the

applicable Form 1042-S.


